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Transformation between stress and vector. The most general way in two dimensions that the symmetric stress tensor a,-,-can be associated with a vector field iu , when no derivatives or integrals of are included, is a a = MSa + Nvio, ,
where M and N are functions of v\. The stress tensor satisfies = 0. Hence, from (1), 2 M'vkvk,i + 2N'vkvk,ivivi + Nvtjv,-+ Nv,vjj = 0.
Resolving the vector equation (2) parallel and normal to vt ,
and ** eilt1.|),(2Jlf'i)ili + Nvi.j) = 0.
The invariants of the stress tensor can be found in terms of M, N and vt,
and h = = 2 M2 + 2 MNvl + N\vl)2.
The stress tensor for a solid in the plastic state satisfies a criterion of the form /(/i , h) = 0.
Substituting from (5) and (6), With a vector field, a stress field can only be associated if the governing equations of the vector field can be expressed in the form of Eqs. (3) and (4). M and N are completely determined except for an arbitrary multiplicative constant and an arbitrary additive constant in M. This determines the associated stress field and yield criterion to within two arbitrary constants.
Two types of vector field are of particular interest, the non-dilatational and the irrotational. For the former .,• = 0; from (3) 2 M' + 2AT'vl + N = 0.
The other governing equation for v{ is, from (4),
For the latter viti = t>,-,,■ ; from (4),
and the other governing differential equation is, from (3),
Examples of associated fields, (i) The irrotational non-dilatational vector field viti = Vj,i and v{,i = 0. By (9) and (11), N = B and M = -%Bv\ + A where A and B are constants. The associated stress field is <r,,-= (-\Bv\ + A) <5,;-+ Bv4vj . The invariant Ji = 2/1. This vector field has an associated stress field whose yield criterion is /, = constant.
(ii) Compressible homenergic homentropic fluid flow. The governing differential equations are (pi\), ,• = 0, p,,-+ pt>,= 0, 5 v* + /(I/p)dp = h and p -p(p). v{ is the fluid velocity, p the pressure and p the density, h is constant. From these equations v\.i = vi.. and ViVjVij -(dp/dp) i\,,• = 0. On comparison with (12), it is seen that the associated stress field exists. N(vl) is found by eliminating p and p from dp/dp = -N/2N', vl = 2(h -J(l/p) dp) and p -p(p). The transformation can be expressed in the form o-,,-= C(p -p0) Sif + Cpi'iV,-, where C and p0 are constants. This transformation has been considered by Inoue [1] and Hill [2] .
(iii) Shallow water flow at constant head. The governing differential equations [3] are Vji'igz.i, (z>\),, = 0 and g(z0 -z) -5 v\. i\ is velocity and z depth. z0 is constant. 1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to give a physical interpretation to the several different sets of physical components of stress and strain which have been introduced in the literature by different authors and to present and interpret some new sets. The question of the physical interpretation of the physical components of stress and strain arises when one expresses the equations of mechanics involving these in a general coordinate system through the use of tensor calculus. Since the tensor form of the equations can be obtained readily, it is of practical interest to have a direct physical interpretation of the physical components which are related to the tensor quantities.
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the elements of tensor calculus as presented in the book by Synge and Schild [1] and their basic notation will be used here. All quantities are referred to the ordinary physical space which is flat and has a positive definite metric form.
2. The physical components of the stress tensor. These will be introduced through the equations of equilibrium using the four sets of components of the stress vectors which act on the faces of an infinitesimal curvilinear tetrahedron associated with the covariant (contravariant) base vectors g, (g'). When these equilibrium equations are compared with corresponding tensor equations, four different sets of physical components arise for each triad.
(a) Physical components of a vector. The four sets of physical components associated with a vector Z in general coordinates x will be divided into two groups. The first are called orthogonal components, since they are obtained by projecting the vector orthogonally onto the base vectors, and will be denoted by the capital letter 0 to the left of the base letter. Those components along the covariant or contravariant base triads which add by the vector or parallelogram law to give the original vector are called parallelogram components. They are marked with the capital letter P to the left of the base letter.
Used as subscripts (superscripts) these letters refer to components along
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